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GRIZZLY-GONZAGA

A IM IR

BASKETBALL GAME
WEDNESDAY, 8 :3 0 P. M.

MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY. MISSOULA, MONTANA

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 2 5 ,1 9 3 6

Military Chapter
Kappa Kappa Gamma,
Selects Simmons
Phi Delts and Gravelle
As New Member
Receive Vodvil Honors
Scabbard and Blade Group Initiates
Prexy a t Officers’ Clubj
Zeldler New Head

Alpha Phi and Sigma Chi Are Winners of Second Places;
Aristocrats Present Feature Finale Number;
Large Audience Views Show

President George Finlay Simmons
was formally initiated as an associate
member of Scabbard and Blade, na
tional military fraternity, at a meet
ing at the Fort Missoula Officers’ club
Playing before two near-capacity crowds totaling 1,789 people, February 20.

Kappa Kappa Gamma and Phi Delta Theta won the first prize awards
Following his initiation, President
in the Varsity Vodvil finals in which seven Greek organizations took Simmons gave a short talk, relating
his
experiences in the service and
part in the Student Union auditorium last Friday night. John Gravelle,

WEDNESDAY, 8 :3 0 P.M .

VOLUME XXXV. No. 3 6

Students Are to Vote
On Council Proposal
At Next Registration

Reserved Tickets for Play
To Be Obtained at Office
Reserved seat tickets for the
play, “The Knight of the Burning
Pestle," Thursday, March 5, may
be obtained starting tomorrow,
February 26. Tickets may be had
upon presentation of student ac
tivity cards a t the A. S. U. M. of
fice In the Student Union building.
Dr. Barnard Hewitt, director of
dramatics, urges that students
planning to attend secure their
tickets as soon as possible. If
more than one capacity crowd ap
plies for tickets a second perform
ance will be staged.

GRIZZLY-GONZAGA
BASKETBALL GAME

Record Crowd
Is Anticipated
At Co-ed Ball

Faculty Committee Decides to Call for Additional Check
On Undergraduate Opinion Regarding Plan;
Previous Sentiment Was Favorable

Students will be given an opportunity to vote on the trial establish
thanking the chapter for electing him
of Hamilton, baritone soloist, waar
ment of the proposed student-faculty council during registration for
to membership.
awarded first prize In the cover act
Other associate members on the
competition as a representative of
Floor Show Will Be Special the spring quarter, according to plans announced by the faculty com
campus are Dr. Harry Turney-High,
Sigma Nu fraternity.
mittee of the council. The committee decided to call for a second
Feature Carrying Out
Professor Paul Blschoff, Professor H.
Alpha Phi and Sigma Chi. were the
check on the opinion of students after having heard rumors of dis
K. Snell, Dr. G. D. Shallenberger and
Leap
Year
Theme
winners of second places.
satisfaction with the vote taken at convocation earlier in the month.
Dean J. E. Miller.
Some 500 students attended the con-e
Tickets for the all-college presenta
Cal Emery, Tom Roe and Lieuten Request for Stories Sent to
Ticket sales for Co-ed formal, which vocation February 13, at which time
tion were at a premium as long llneB
ant W. J. Reed were alumni members
Prominent in Industry
will be In the gold room of the Stu the plan was explained. A large ma
of spectators formed at the ticket
who attended the meeting.
dent Union building, Saturday, Feb jority of those present expressed wil
booths for both performances. At
Bob Zeidler, Plentywood, was ad
Louis Demorest, Chicago, Illinois, ruary 29, will begin tomorrow after lingness to give the plan a trial at
tendance a t the first show numbered. D’Arcy McNickle’s Indian vanced to captain of the organization
as editor-in-chief and Walfred Dress- noon. Dorothy Russell, Bozeman, that time. It was then proposed that
816 paid admissions, while 973 people Story Receives Favorable
as Tom Roe, who had held the posi kell, Rosalia, Washington, as business chairman of the ticket sales commit
the groups elect their representatives
saw the final presentation and the
tion, became an alumni member at manager of the 1936 Forestry Kalmin,
Mention
From
Critic
tee, says th at at least three hundred before February 24, with the first
announcing of the . winners. The
the end of the tall quarter. Leighton have started preliminary work on the co-eds—a record crowd—are expected
meeting to be held early In March.
crowd at the performance was the
D’Arcy McNlckle, who attended the Downing, Missoula, was elected first official publication of the forestry to attend the leap-year formal.
A statement has been sent to all
largest since 1930 when 2,312 people
lieutenant In place of Zeldler.
university
from
1921
until
1925,
author
school
which
will
be
published
May
1.
Special
salesmen
will
have
charge
groups on the campus who are to be ‘Midsummer Night’s Dream’
attended the college production.
Other members of the staff are of the sale of tickets at the sorority concerned with the council. It reads:
Each of the winning acts was pre of "The Surrounded," a story concern
Comes Here Tomorrow
Stanley Miller, Missoula, managing houses and residence halls. Inde
"Realizing that there is some con
sented, with a 10-inch bronze cup and ing the last of the Selish Indians, re Forestry News Letter
ceived a favorable review of his book
editor; Arnold Bolle, Watertown, Wis pendent women may obtain their fusion and misunderstanding concern
At Reduced Prices
$25. Winners of second place were
Comes Out Tomorrow consin, assistant editor; George Gable, tickets in Main hall on Wednesday, ing the proposed student-faculty coun
awarded ten-inch sliver cups. Gra in the New York Times book review
section
for
February
16.
The
book
Rocky
Boy,
assistant
managing
editor,
Thursday and Friday from 1 until 4 cil, the faculty committee desires a
Special arrangements are being
velle, winner of the cover act contest,
The February Issue of the forestry and William Trosper, Ronan, assist o’clock.
check on the sentiment of the student made to permit university students to
was awarded a nine-inch silver was reviewed by Fred T. Marsh.
Marsh says: D'Arcy McNlckle, him school News Letter will be released ant business manager.
Both floral companies In Missoula body expressed in convocation on attend the matinee of “A Midsummer
plaque. Each of the Greek organiza
tomorrow.
Requests have been sent to out will have gardenias ordered for the Thursday, February 13, .before pro Night’s Dream,” at the Wilma theater
tions entering an act was given an self part Indian, was born on the res
The publication, edited by Jack standing workers in the forestry In occasion, so that university women ceeding with the experimental organ tomorrow at 5:15 o’clock. Four o’clock
ervation thirty-two years ago and
expense award of $25. Expenditures
Buckhaus,
St.
Ignatius,
will
include
went
to
a
government
Indian
school
dustry
in this locality for contribu may purchase flowers for their date ization. Therefore arrangements are classes are to be dismissed at 4:30
for the acts were limited to $75 for
there for a time. In this unusual and a resume of the activities of Druids, tions to the magazine. Demorest Bald who will be escorted to the dance.
being made for each Individual stu o’clock and dinner will be served In
women and $50 for men.
finished novel he has written a mod honorary forestry fraternity; the For Monday that various improvements
Several co-eds whose birthdays fall dent to vote at the spring quarter the dormitories at 4:40 o|clock. Spe
Ray Whitcomb, Montana state uni
ern story of the Selish people In their estry club, and the forestry school are planned for the 1936 issue.
on February 29 have reeclved free registration.”
cial buses will accommodate the stu
versity yell king, acted as master of
modern desultory and formless way rifle team. It will also contain a
tickets to the dance. Esther Swanson,
This vote will decide whether or dents wishing to attend the show.
ceremonies and provided a unifying
chairman of this year’s formal, an not the council as proposed will be
of life, a dramatic and thoughtful tale, message to the students In the for
WEATHER FORECAST
Tickets were on sale in Main hall
element for the acts. He was assisted
nounced yesterday that If there are put Into operation for a trial period this morning from 9 until 12 o’clock
written from the inside but without estry school by Dr. I. W. Shenk, in
by Kai Heiberg who acted as stooge
any other university women whose until January 1, 1938, at which time, and may be secured until five this
(U. S. Weather Bureau)
autobiographical point, and deeply Im ternational authority on forestry who
and wore a mask until just before the
birthdays come only once every four If the council is given a trial, another afternoon. If there are any seats left,
Light, Intermittent snow tonight
bedded in the historic past . . . “The taught at this school while studying
final curtain when he was unmasked.
and Wednesday; somewhat colder
years, and who plan to get free tickets vote will be taken to determine the tickets will be sold again tomorrow In
Surrounded” Is by no means without western trees. He Is now writing a
Judges for the competition were B.
to the dance, they should call her Im desirability of continuing the organ Main hall from 9 until 1:15 o’clock.
its faults and Inadequacies. But there book In Germany.
tonight.
H. Henrikson, Dick Shaw, Mary V.
mediately and make arrangements to ization.
are not those of a first novel as such.
Prices for the special showing have
Harris, Mrs. Barnard Hewitt and
get their programs and tickets.
The reviewer has been pondering over
been reduced to 40 cents. According
Stanley Teel.
Dancing will begin promptly at
some pf these things. The v ery fact
to
the management of the Wilma the
Members of the staff who managed
o’clock, and last until 12 o’clock. Dean
that he ponders means th at to him
ater, this 19 the only college town
and promoted the contest were Jocko
Mary Elrod Ferguson has granted late
the story is significant and moving.”
where
.lower prices have been offered
Shenk, manager; Arthur Kuilman, as
permission until 1 o'clock for all uni
The novel has for its background
university students.
sistant manager; Stanley Koch, pub
versity
women
in
order
th
at
sororities
the mountain country of Northwestern
“Max Reinhardt, the director of the
licity director; Collins Johnson, stage
may have parties following the dance.
Montana within the original Jocko In
R. O. T. C. Corps to View
Fine View Detention Hospital Gets picture, Is without doubt one of the
technician; Richard Pope, master
The Students’ store will remain open
dian Reservation, home of the Flat- Biology Professor to Talk on
great men of the modern theater,”
$898
of
$1,895
Total
electrician, and George Scott, ticket
Films Upon Rifle Care until 1 o’clock.
“Animal Associations”
head people, and tells the story of Max
said Barnard Hewitt.
manager.
As a special feature of the evening,
Leon, a Spaniard, who came to the
For years Reinhardt was not only
Mrs. A. F. LeClaire, director of the
This Evening
The festive theme of the evening
Six reels of government films dem students from the Fisher School of
valley many years ago to live. He
the leading director and producer of
university
health
service,
has
an
was further carried out by a special
onstrating the use and the care of Dance will give a floor show—carry
married an Indian girl—the children
nounced that $898 of the $1,395.75 Berlin but also guest director at the
Dr. Gordon Castle, professor In the rifles, and showing medical corps
iesue of • “The Abattoir,” a tabloid
ing out the leap-year theme. Novelty
of this marriage are among the mod biology department, will give the con
famous Theater and Music Festival
sheet containing choice bits of gossip
under combat conditions will be shown programs have been secured. Tbe which was disbursed for hospital bills
em Indians who are characters In the cluding talk in the evening lecture
held each summer at Salzburg. His
and humor. Campus personalities
to members of the R. O. T. C. unit In decorations will be unusually attrac last quarter went to the Pine View
book.
detention hospital. This sum was successes have not, however, been
series tonight at 8:15 o’clock in Main the forestry school building auditor
and campus organizations were feat
tive, Miss Swanson says.
paid for bills Incurred by students confined to Germany; his productions
hall auditorium.
ured In the small paper, which was
ium Tuesday, March 3.
who were at Pine View with con such as "The .Miracle,” “Everyman,"
Animal Associations” is the subject
published and distributed by members Drug Salesman Talks
The films, to be used as a supple
tagious diseases during the fall term. and the stage version of “A Midsum
which Dr. Castles will discuss. The ment to the regular instruction
of Sigma Delta Chi, men's professional
To Pharmacy Students various kinds of animal associations, courses, are the first of a series of
Mrs. LeClaire Issued a financial state mer Night’s Dream,” have won ac
journalism fraternity.
claim in most of the theatrical cen
ment of the service last week.
beginning with the simple relation such films and are supplied the R. O.
All of the acts entered were of un
One university student, Tom Martin, ters of the world. He Is noted tor
usually high quality and the sets were | W. E. Donaldson, specialty sales- ships which exists between two ani T. C. unit by the federal government
Danville, Illinois, is receiving medical the grand scale of his productions, his
especially elaborate.
The Kappa | “ an for the Upjohn Pharmacy com- mals In a forest and extending to the from the San Francisco offices.
treatment at S t Patrick’s hospital at dramatic handling ot crowds, novel
Kappa Gamma* act7 winner of first P*ny °f Kalamazoo, Michigan, spoke complex association existing in an In
methods of staging and above all for
place for women, used a set consisting t0 1116 Pharmacy school last Thursday sect society will make up the content
Board of Recommendation Receives | pre?ent Very tew cases of 1Ilness the vigor and vitality of his direction.
have been reported to the health serv
of a cocktail shaker 15 feet high and afternoon on “Vitamins and Vitamin of Dr. Castle’s talk.
Thirty-eight Applications
This vitality has been especially not
ice recently. •
The series of lectures is sponsored
two glasses of a large size. Phi Products.” This was the third of a
From Students
able In his treatment of the classics.
Delta Theta used a circular plat- series of lectures that have been ar- each winter by the public exercises
The plays of Goethe, Schiller and
NOTICE
form eight feet high. Alpha Phi sor- ranged for the school year by sales- committee, of which Dean R. C. Line
Registration by prospective teach
Shakespeare are n o ' musty museum
ority, in presenting a musical skit, men and representatives of the lead- is chairman. President George Fin
ers with the board of recommendation
pieces In Reinhardt's hands; they
An
Important
meeting
of
all
varsity
lay Simmons, Professor E. L. Freeman
used as a background a music staff 20
producers of drug products,
slackened within the past week when
spring Into vigorous life for him and
feet long and seve.: feet high. Both
Following the talk Donaldson con- of the English department, Dr. Robert
only eight students filed their appli football men Is to be held In the gym his audiences.
Friday, February 28. All men Inter
sororities used a special luminous ducted a round-table discussion with L. Housman, professor of journalism,
cations. The following applicants
the
students
of
the
pharmacy
school
ested
In
football
be
there.
and Dr. Lucia B. Mlrrlelees, professor Men Tangle W ith Varsity hat’e registered:
paint.
NOTICE
(ConUnmd on Fas. Four)
and answered many questions.
of English, are other members of the
Audrey C. Beal, Anaconda, ’36, mu
In Two Sessions on
There will be no matinee mixer this
faculty who gave lectures this year.
sic and business administration; Lena
week,
due
to
the
inclement
weather
The
women’s
interclass basketball
There Is no admission charge tor
February 27
A. Bravo, Sand Coulee, '36, mathe
the lecture, and the public Is Invited
matics and chemistry; Florence A. which resulted In small crowds at the I tournament will start at 8 o’clock Into attend.
A debate squad of six students rep Brinton, Fort Peck, ’36, English and last two mixers. The Montana Student stead of 7180 o’clock as announced, In
resenting the Northern Montana Col social science; Thelma V. Buck, Kal Union will sponsor matinee mixers In order that participants will be able to
attend the special matinee Wednesday,
lege at Havre will meet university de lspell, '36, mathematics and physical the near future.

Local Alumnus
Is Commended
For New Book

Demorest Starts
Work on Annual

Matinee Show
Is P resented
For Students

Dr. Gordon Castle to Deliver
Concluding Lecture of Series

LeClaire Issues
Financial Report

Maddock Urges
Future Teachers
To Register Now

Havre College
Debate Squad
Here Thursday

Registration Period for Spring
Quarter Is Set for March 2-15
All Students Urged to Register Early to Avoid Late Fee;
Tuition Will Be Due March 23; Ninth Week
Withdrawal Rule Is Pointed Out

Pharmacy Journal
Features Graduate

Rice and Professor Suchy
Contribute Articles

Advance registration for the spring quarter will begin Monday
In the last two issues of the "Jour
March 2, according to an announcement made by the registrar s office nal ot the American Pharmaceutical
Association,”
have appeared articles
yesterday. On Monday and Tuesday, March 2 and 3, students must
present their, handbooks to the registrar’s office to receive cards for by two Montana State university men.
registration. Students should c o nsults---------------------------;-----------------their advisors after receiving their 23 and 26. The system in regard to
cards and obtain their approval on the payment of fees which was em
registration forms. All cards must be ployed last quarter will be used again
turned In at window number 2 In the this quarter. All students whose last
registrar’s office between March 4 and names begin with “A” through “M”
March 12 inclusive.
should pay their fees on Monday,
All students who are in attendance March 23, and Tuesday, March 24;
this quarter, including those who are students whose last names begin with
not certain that they will return to I «n ” through “Z” should pay their fees
school for the spring, quarter, are for the spring quarter on Wednesday
urged to register on the dates desig- an(j Thursday, March 25 and 26.
nated in order to avoid payment of
The registrar-g office also wishes to
the Tate registration fee, which is $2 draw t0 f te att8nUon of the Btudent
for the first day over-time, and $1 for body_ that Satnrday> March 7, Is the
each day in delay following, with a end of the nIntll weflk ot the winter
maximum of $5.
quarter. Any student who Is eonFees must be paid between March
(Oontimud oa P w Poor)

In the January issue Is an article
entitled “The Preparation of p-Butyl
Sallgenin," by Robert Rice, who was
graduated from the pharmacy school
here In 1934 with a Master ot Science
degree. He is now doing research
work for his Ph.D. at the Maryland
college, Baltimore.
In the February edition of the same
magazine an article bearing the title
“Potent Medicaments and SugarCoated Pills,” was written by Profes
sor John Suchy of the pharmacy
school.
Maurice Driscoll of Kallspell was In
Missoula Friday to attend Varsity
Vodvil.

baters here Thursday, February 27
when two debates are scheduled to be
held In room 102 of the library. The
first will take place at 3 o'clock and
the second at 8 o’clock.
The question for debate Is Re
solved: That Congress Should Have
the Power to Override by a Two-thirds
Vote Decisions of the Supreme Court
Declaring Laws Unconstitutional.
At the 3 o'clock debate the Havre
team will take the affirmative and at
8 o’clock they will defend the nega
tive side of the question.
The visiting team Is made up of
Karl Bell, Gardener Brownlee, Harold
Ruffcorn, Thomas Sparling, Eunice
Wacker and , Marlon Wilson. The
squad makes up two teams, one nega
tive and one affirmative, with an al
ternate for each.
University contestants will be BUI
Browning, Belt, and J. Howard Dunn,
Butte, who will uphold the negative
side, and Mildred McDonald, Baker,
and Margaret Holmes, Helena, who
will uphold the affirmative side.
The debates are open to the public,
No admission wUl be charged.

education; Helen Halloran, Anaconda,
'36, music and French; Charlotte
Johnston, Paradise, ’36, foreign lan
guage; Elizabeth Ann Polleys, Mis
soula, ’36, English and French, and
Rosebud E. Spetz, Whitehall, ’36, Eng
lish and history.
The file of the board ot recom
mendation reveals a total of 38 appli
cants so far. Students who are plan
ning to teach and have not yet filed
their registration are advised to do
so Immediately, Professor Maddock,
chairman of the board, announces.
ATTEND M. 8. C. BALL
Bob Zeldler, Plentywood, and John
Harrison, Harlowton, attended the
military ball given at the state college
at Bozeman Saturday night, February
22. Both report that It was one of
the best dances they had attended.
One of the reasons they attended was
to obtain ideas for the prospective
ball to be held on the Montana uni
versity campus next spring. Alex
Blewett, Butte, was also a guest at the
ball.

Montana Education Association
Organizes Speakers’ Bureau
Objective of Group Is to Provide Societies of Learning
With Information on Its Works and Aims;
Merle C. Gallagher Is President
A speakers’ bureau of the Montana Education association has been
formed. The bureau is under the general direction of Merle C. Gal
lagher of Great Falls, and a committee appointed by himself. The
object of the bureau is to provide all local educational organizations
information about the work, alms and®-------------------------------------------------accomplishments of the Montana Edu-1 Services and time rendered by the
cation association.
speakers are free but the local organThe bureau committee selects and izations engaging their services must
appoints speakers s from Montana defray the transportation and lodging
teachers and educators. From this expenses of the speakers,
group speakers are assigned to variThe Montana Education association
ous local organizations In all parts has played an Important role In the
of the state. Speakers for designated educational development of the state
districts have the option of discussing for the last 30 years. Gallagher Is
a variety of educational Interests and principal of the Great Falls high
allied subjects.
school.
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KAI MI N

Local R.O.T.C. Men
Intercollege Race
Begins Thursday Are Given Chances
For Marine Posts

A ROUNDER

SOCIAL CALENDAR
Initial Basketball Game to Feature
Friday, February 28
Forestry and Business Ad
Navy Department Head States That
Delta Delta Delta......... ............Fireside
111 Positions WIH Be Filled;
Kappa Alpha Theta..................Formal
The inter-college basketball race
Unit Has High Rank
Saturday,
February
29
will begin February 27, with the for
And from our beauty experts we
learn that after the beet; gal had Co-ed Formal____ _____Student Union estry school playing the business ad
Colonel G. L. Smith has received a
ministration school at 7:30 o’clock
taken the thirty-day diet she decided
letter from Claude A. Swanson, secre
At the Sororities and Fraternities
and the law school playing the phar
that she was feeling like her old sylph
tary of the navy, Indicating that the
again.
Lois Anderson, Bonner, was a week macy school at 8:30 o'clock.
policy Inaugurated last year, when 86
end guest at the Sigma Kappa house.
There has been one change made in
outstanding graduates of colleges and
Equestrians who bounce
Winifred Keyes was a Sunday din the schedule. The arts and scienceinstitutions maintaining senior nnits
From horn to cantle
ner guest at the Sigma Kappa house. business administration school and
Eat their dinner
Hazel Mumm Grover was a week the pharmacy - Journalism school of R. 0. T. C. were commissioned as
second
lieutenants in the U. S. marine
Off the mantle.
end guest at the Sigma Kappa house. games will be moved from March 4
Lola Dunlap was a dinner guest at to February 29 because of the conflict corps, will be continued.
“The
group of young officers from
A recent poll conducted In eastern the Sigma Kappa house Friday n ight with the M club tournament which Is
the R. O. T. C. units obviously are
Montana shows that the favorite musi
Jean Knapp was a week-end guest to be held on that date.
young men of unusual promise,” Sec
cal number In that section of the at the Sigma Kappa house.
state is "I’m Billings Up to an Awful
V. J. Roberts, Deer Lodge, and Avis ter, Catherine, at the Delta Gamma retary Swanson writes. “Due to the
operation of the laws affecting pro
Letdown.”
Llntz were Sunday dinner guests at house.
motions and retirements In the marine
the Alpha Chi Omega house.
Phyllis and Maryla Oaas, Butte,
A Columnists Lament
Miss Lucia Mirrlelees, Professor F. Anna Mae Hyder, Philipsburg, and corps, which hare only been effective
Once upon a midnight dreary
C. Scheuch and Professor and Mrs. Jean Gordon, Victor, were week-end for two years, they again face the
problem of obtaining from civil life
While I pondered weak and weary
Paul Blschoff were Thursday dinner guests at the Delta Gamma house.
111 second lieutenants to be commis
Pounding out my sheet of gore
guests at the Alpha Chi Omega house.
Edna Leary, Butte, visited her sis
Suddenly there came a crashing
Harriet Stallwood, Livingston, and ter, Helen, at the Delta Gamma house sioned on or about July 1. It is my
hope that you will again offer the
Someone’s teeth were wild gnashing Janet Sanders, Wallace, Idaho, were over the week-end.
resources of the R. O. T. C. to fill
And a tonghe was wildly lashing,
week-end guests at the Alpha Chi
Leah Flint was a week-end guest of these vacancies from honor graduates
Lashing at my office door
Omega house.
her sister, Denise, at the Delta Gam
of the 1936 classes of the colleges and
Simply this and nothing more:
Luella Head was a dinner guest at ma house.
universities.”
“ ’Tis one of my fans, I know his the Alpha Chi Omega house Saturday.
Catherine McCarthy was a Sunday
Because the local R. 0. T. C. unit
knock,
Sunday dinner guests a t the Kappa dinner guest at the Delta Gamma
has been awarded an “excellent” rat
But the door I won’t unlock
Kappa Gamma house were Barbara house.
ing, it is authorized to designate 5
For if he gets in he’ll clean my clock.” Harris, Judy Latta, Beverly Wayne,
Dinner guests at the Sigma Nu per cent of the graduating advanced
So I let him keep ranting at my door Mrs. Dunn and Mrs. Leonard.
house Sunday were Ruth Hanson,
Simply this and nothing more.
Betty Ann Folleys and Dorothy Katherine Cope, Dorcas Kelleher, course class as “honor graduates.”
Stanley W. Trachta, graduate from
Root were Monday dinner guests at Faith Embrey and Elizabeth Sanford.
the law school In 1935 with an L.LD.
And from our Hawaiian correspond the Kappa Kappa Gamma house.
degree, received the appointment from
ent we hear that the newest greeting
Saturday dinner guests a t the Kap
Sigma Chi Initiation
Montana In 1935 and was commis
given to tourists by the natives Is pa Kappa Gamma house were Phrona
Sigma Chi announces the formal
“This Is Hilo, not goodbye.”
Beagle, Janet Dion, Agnes Walseth initiation of Kirk Hills, Baker; Bob sioned as second lieutenant In the
marine corps effective July 1, 1935.
and Virginia Graybeal.
Blakeslee, Great Falls; Brad Smith,
Questionnaire for Co-eds
Beverly Wayne was a week-end Byron Murphy, Bill Forbls, Jean Trachta Is now attending marine
school
in Philadelphia, Pa.
(If the answers given are “Yeses,” guest at the Kappa Kappa Gamma Bourdeau, Bill Rlghtmlre and Tom
figure it out for yourself why you house.
Koch, all of Missoula; A1 Anderson
MARKUS NAMED MANAGER
don’t get more dates.)
Margaret Breen, Helena, was a and Bob Fletcher, Helena, and Ran-1
1. Are you always hungry?
week-end guest at the Kappa Alpha dall Jarvis, Stevensville.
Dorothy L. Markus, Whiteflsh, has
2. Do you insist on sitting in loges? Theta house.
been elected manager of the women’s
3. Are you opposed to necking?
Alice Johnson, Boulder, was a
At the Dormitories
rifle team of the university for the
4. Do you use the same, simple line week-end guest of Pearl Johnson at
Mrs. M. F. Nichols, Helena, was a
coming yean
on every guy?
the Kappa Alpha Theta house.
Saturday dinner guest of her daugh
Miss Markus is a sophomore and
6. Do you go to the Ube to study?
Jo Marsh, Margaret Breen and ter, Nora, a t North hall.
has been a member of the rifle team
6. Are you a pseudo-sophisticate?
Katherine Breen spent Saturday and
Georgia Spaulding spent the week
during the past two years.
7. Do you chatter all the time?
Sunday in Poison.
end in Cutbank.
8. Are you a blonde?
Denise and Leah Flint were dinner READ KAIMIN ADVERTISEMENTS
Phi Sig Initiation
guests of Ruby Mae Flint at North SPEND YOUR DOLLARS WISELY!
A college degree
Phi Sigma Kappa held formal initia hall Saturday.
Hay be
tion Saturday for Clair Nybo and
Joimae Pollock and Louise Etselein
AU right
Stanley Nybo, Missoula; Joe Mariana, were Sunday dinner guests of Betty If your hair isn’t becoming to you,
But a few degrees
you had better be coming to us.
Miles City; BUI Matasovic, Chicago; Eiseleln at North hall.
Of Fahrenheit
Fred Dugan, Billings; George Rockne,
Mrs. M. S. Morgan, Glasgow, visited
TRAIL BARBER SHOP
Will fill
Glendive; Emerson Jones, Missoula; several days with her daughter, June,
FRANK J. SPON, Prop.
The bill
Earl Schenkenberger, Wolf Point; at North hall last week.
Higgins Avenue at Broadway
On a moonlight
Jack Brubaker, Terry, and Hermkn
—Journeymen—
Eloise Carver spent the week-end at
Night.
Harry Edwards
Geo. W. Janke
Samson, Billings. A banquet was held her home in Harlowton.
for the new initiates Saturday a t the
Gladys Swanson was a Sunday din
Dear Rounder:
house.
ner guest of Edna Nelson at North
When I am around girls it is a fore
hall.
gone conclusion that I am the boss,
Sunday dinner guests at the Phi
Joy Gerharz spent the week-end in
but I can’t do a thing with the men.
Sigma Kappa house were Virginia Lou St. Ignatius.
What is the solution?
Walters, Helen Purdy, Lloyd Hovee
Elizabeth Tracey spent the week
Your troubled fan,
and Franz Benson.
end at her home in Helena.
FANNY.
Dr. J. F. Marshall was a Saturday
Mary Lou Tobin, Helena, was a Sat
Dear Fanny:
dinner guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa urday dinner guest of Jean Olson at
The only thing for you to do Is start
house.
North
hall.
singing in a church choir and find out
Phi Sigma Kappa announces the
Maureen Brown, Bntte, was a week
how to handle the hymns.
pledging of Wendell Jones, MIsbouIu. end guest of Sylvia Backholm at
Master Cleaners, Dyers
per
North hall.
THE ROUNDER.
and Laundry
A.T.O. Initiation
Phone 2186
Formal Initiation was held Sunday
Dwinelle-Trlppett
Parables of Hudamore the Seer
at the Alpha Tau Omega house for
Mary Jane Dwinelle, Missoula, and
And lo it came to pass that on the
James F. O’Brien, Butte; Louis Roter William Trlppet, Missoula, were m ar
first day past Varsity Vodvil as Huda
ing, Butte; Ray Stevens, Missoula, ried Friday afternoon, February 21, a t
more the Seer didst lie in his tent and
and
Henry Hillings, Bainville. A din the Episcopal church. Following the
partake of some much-needed Shut
Eye, a Qreat Multitude, numbering ner was given In honor of the new wedding ceremony, relatives and
initiates
following their initiation.
friends of the couple attended a wed
five score and sixteen didst come unto
ding supper at the Grill cafe.
his abode and cast stones and empty
Dora Jacobson, Anaconda, was a
Mrs. Trlppet, a freshman In the uni
bottles therein, and Indicate that they
week-end
gueBt
at
the
Kappa
Delta
versity, Is a member of Delta Delta
were Fair Griped, moreover.
house.
Delta
social sorority, and Mr. Trlppet,
So the Wise One did disguise him
Kappa Delta entertained at an in a senior, is a member of Sigma Phi
self in strange robes, and going forth
formal
tea
Friday
afternoon.
Epsilon social fraternity.
mingled amongst them, to find out
Phyllis Oaas and Mrs. G. M. Bates,
what was the manner and means of
Great Falls, were Sunday dinner
their Beef.
And when he had arrived In their guests at the Phi Delta Theta house.
Professor and Mrs. A. K. Smith
midst there came forthwith the Fol
lowing Tale: Upon last eve when we were Sunday dinner guests at the
Sigma
Alpha Epsilon house.
w e re _In attendance of the Shenk
Alex Blewett was a week-end guest
Show, there wap sold unto all comers
a Rag, In which was carried our of the Bozeman chapter of Sigma Al | We can fill your orders I
Names, in connections Most Llbolous. pha Epsilon.
Walter Jensen, James Meagher and
And gathering together each an
— for—
other, we did decide that perhaps It Tom McCabe spent the week-end In
Great
Falls.
CO-ED PROM
was the Seer who was Responsible for
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Murphy, Butte,
the Guff, and for him the Hour of
FLOWERS
were week-end guests of their daughAtonement Is at hand.

and
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Colleges for the “Brightest”— A Dream
What difference will it make a generation from now if the state
university had three thousand students or three hundred in 1936, pro
viding the number of really useful citizens be the same for the two
figures, glibly asks the Sunday Missoulian in expressing the belief that
tax-supported schools should function only for the student of quality.
For the sake of speculation, suppose this belief should be turned into
a serious proposal, directed through the necessary channels and turned
into a regulation whereby only the three hundred “ brightest” students
would be admitted. Who would support such a movement ? Certainly
no local business house, the Missoulian included, for the reduction of a
two-thousand student school to one of three hundred would be no
boon to the community. No one cares how m any Harold Ureys might
appear from such an institution a generation later. Community pride
and community profits would not be much concerned with the oper
ation of a public school for a select few; they would not be heartily
in favor of expending the same amount of money on three hundred
students as required for two thousand or three thousand. The edu
cational facilities would not be improved for the expenditures would
be reduced, the faculty cut and the institution would become a onebuilding school. To this would come the three hundred “ brightest”
students and out of it, supposedly, would come three hundred “ really
useful citizens.”
Those 1,700 who had been eliminated by this system would look
elsewhere for “ four pleasant years a t a country club.” Some of them
might find jobs, yes, but the majority would go to college somewhere,
even though they knew that there was little room and little recompense
for them in the world after graduation, but simply because of that
greatest of human traits— hope— driving them on in search for an
adequate life. This would be the class discriminated against, but more
often than not this is the class which gives the leaders to the next
generation. It is not always those who ranked in the upper 10 per
cent of their graduating class who fill the executive positions. The
student who graduated with honors is frequently the one who winds
up in a minor clerk’s job. The folks back home shake their heads and
say he should never have come to college. “ He would have been
better off if he had never left the farm .” On the other hand the stu
dent who has difficulty with his studies is the one who often succeeds
and the home town folks remark that he has certainly done well and
that they wished they had had a chance to go to college.
The Missoulian further seems to think that “ so strong is the belief
that possession of a college degree opens to one and all a life of ‘suc
cessful’ ease and security, that parents insist on sending their stupid
as well as their bright children, and that the university here has
been foiled in every attem pt to subject applicants to strict entrance
examinations.” Certainly there is not a single college student today
nor a graduate of recent years who believes that a college degree will
provide him with the “ Open Sesame” to fame, fortune, happiness and
success. And there are few parents who do not share this belief.
Back in the early twenties, the university did have an entrance exam
ination for those high school students who were in the lower third of
their classes but an entrance examination, when given to youths of 16
or 17, will not adequately prove whether or not a student is capable of
college work.
The important thing is not the elimination of ‘ those who do not care
to work and those who do not have the inborn intelligence needed to
absorb an education,” but rather the adjustment of education to meet
modem needs. The student who can solve a quadratic equation but
cannot keep his bank balance straight; who can name the kings of
England since the War of the Roses, but does not know the qualifica
tions of the candidates in the next election; who knows the economic
theories of Malthus and Adam Smith, but can not live within his in
come; who has studied the psychology of James and Titchener, but
can not control his tem per; who can recite hundreds of lines of Shake
speare, but knows little of the Declaration of Independence, Lincoln’s
Gettysburg address or the twenty-third Psalm, is far from being a
“ really useful citizen.”
The prime purpose of education is to develop to the fullest extent
the capacities with which evey person is endowed, to give the college
student the means of evaluating his world and to teach him how little
he has learned in his four years of college. The “ superstition at
taching to a college education will die out” only when the college fails
utterly to supply these needs to a large number of the nation’s young
men and women.

A Credit to Montana
It has come and gone, the revived Varsity Vodvil, bringing an
excellence which surpassed any previous show and leaving the pleasant
memory of truly fine entertainment. Bouquets go not alone to the
winners but to all organizations which competed in the finals. All acts
were far above average; those who did not win should feel well satis
fied that they did their groups proud by presenting more than credit
able performances. Certainly the task of judging must have been
far more difficult than in previous years. Congratulations are due
Manager Jocko Shenk and his assistants who were instrumental in
making the 19 3 6 production the finest ever.
That such a show should succeed financially is inevitable but that is
not the chief source of gratification. It is the pride of a job well done
and the knowledge that the university possesses such capable talent.
‘The show was the best example of undergraduate talent of its kind
I have ever seen,” was the remark made by one member of the audi
ence who has witnessed many collegiate productions throughout the
country. “The state university can well be proud of the artistic in
genuity, originality and dramatic, dancing and musical talents of its
students'.”
To all of those connected with Varsity Vodvil we pass that tribute
on as best summing up the opinion of everyone fortunate enough to
have seen a real show.

[Gardenias I

So Hudamore the Seer did rise
among them, and casting aside the
Robe of Hiding spake unto the assem
blage in stentorian tones: My people,
go tby way in peace, for against me
you have no Just Grievance. Because
for the paBt months I have en
deavored to show you your Erring
Ways in a manner most mild, but
since you cannot resist the Evils of
Life, It is fitting that your sins be
published to the world by persons less
Noble than I.
And so the Multitude left well
pleased, and within themselves didst
make the pledge that again next year
they would have Outside activities to
entitle themselves to space In the
Abattoir.
CLASSIFIED AD
Very eligible young man, connected
with the administration of one of the
newer buildings on the campus, Is
anxious to get a date to Co-ed; Wishes
to have It made known that he can
probably sneak the date in the back
way, so all she will have to get is a
program.
Anyone Interested will
please contact him immediately.

Order Early!

R O B B IE’S
A R e a l D rug S to re
523 North Higgins

HEINRICH
ij
j FLOWER SHOP j

N E W W IL M A 10c-RIALTO-25c
LAST TIMES TODAY!

TODAY and WEDNESDAY!

MAE WEST in
“ Klondike Annie”

WILL ROGERS

STARTING THURSDAY!

— In —

“IN OLD
KENTUCKY”

HAROLD
LLOYD

Many Will See It the Third an
Fourth Times

In His First Picture In a Year
—and One of His Greatest.

STARTING THURSDAY!

“ THE MILKY
WAY”

2 FEATURES
“WE’RE IN THE MONEY”
— And —
“THE MAN FROM GUNT0YY1

FRENCH CLUB MEETS
Active members of French club met
at the home of Dr. Louise G. Arnoldson, instructor in the foreign lan
guages department, last Tuesday
night. Following a short business
session, two French Bongs were sung
by Helen Hoernlng, who was accom
panied on the piano by Barbara Keith.
Several French recordings were
played, including operatic selections
and plays.
Ross Young, Kalispell, has taken
the place of Les Smith In the Aristo
crats' dance band. Charles Mueller,
Deer Lodge, Is the new entertainer for
the orchestra.

The
First National Bank
THE FIRST AND OLDEST
NATIONAL BANK IN
MONTANA

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
Dr. Emerson Stone
Osteopathic Physician
Rooms 8 and 9, Higgins Building
Phone 2321

Dr. A. G. Whaley
Eyes Examined — Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway — Phone 4104

Dr. Georgia Costigan
Chiropodist
206 Wilma

Borg Jewelry & Optical
Company
Eyes Tested — Glasses Fitted

NOTICE
To University
Students
“ A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT’S DREAM”
By Shakespeare, has been
booked to play the New
Wilma, one day only —
Wednesday, February 26.
Through special arrange
ments a special 5:15 p. m.
matinee has been arranged
for university students at
which aU university stu
dents will be admitted for
40c. Please make your
arrangements accordingly,
•

•

•

•

Prices for 8:80 p. m. show
will range from 82e to
81.65. Handled exactly as
a road show attraction.

Tuesday, February 25, 1936

Prelim Bouts
Of M Tourney
Nearing Close
Nineteen Boxing, Wrestling
Matches Advance Race
To Final Bracket
Fourteen tights and live wrestling
matches have advanced the M club
eliminations past the second round
and into the final eliminations to de
termine the competitors for the tour
ney to be held Wednesday, March 4,
In the men’s gym.
The boxing eliminations started fast
Monday when Bradley Bkstedt won
on a technical knockout from Bill
Andrews. Andrews started faBt, but
weakened in the second round when
Bkstedt pummeled him all over the
ring. Andrews was down when the
fight was stopped by Referee-Instruc
tor Cale Crowley.
In the second bout Stacy Struble
won a two-round decision from M.
Dugan. This fight had plenty of
action. In the first round the fight
ers threw enough leather for any foqr
round fight Struble was far superior
and received the unanimous vote of
the judges.
Connolly Wins
Pat Cdnnolly showed clever boxing
and punching power to kayo John
Ryan In the first round. Connolly
maneuvered his man into a corner
and placed a well-timed one-two
punch to the chin and the fight was
over. The boys fought .in the light
heavyweight division.
Ray Walsh fought a fast two round
fight to win the judges’ decision over
Walt Jensen. Walsh won the first
round by a good margin and broke
even in the second to earn the vic
tory. This fight was almost brought
to an abrupt stop when Referee Cale
Crowley was hit flush on the chin
with a wild punch. The sock staggered
the doughty instructor but did no ap
parent harm.
Bd Halland and Bruce Farnum
fought for the second time with Hal
land copping the decision in a close
fight. The first time these fighters
met they battled the regular two
rounds to a draw. After the extra
round was fought the judges could
not select a winner and they had to
fight the bout over again yesterday.
Halland won the return engagement
with more solid blows at the end of
the regular fighting period.
Biehl vs. MacFarlane
Clarence Biehl set a new record for
quick finishes when he planted solid
rights and lefts to Don MacFarlane’s
chin to drop him glassy-eyed to the
canvas twice before Referee Crowley
stopped the fight after 15 seconds of
milling.
Ernest Reed won from Perry Moholt
in one of the fastest fights of the elim
inations. Both boys tossed caution to
the spectators and traded punches toe
to toe. Reed finally won the decision
due to more effective Infighting.
John McCauley won his second fight
of the tournament when he took a
decision from Ralph Blayden. Mc
Cauley was the master all the way
and could have finished his opponent
any time he cared to.
The fights Friday saw Cuthbert
Smallwood win a decision from Earl
Martel, John McCauley kayo J. More,
Sid Wharton win a technical knock
out from Keith Ross, Paul Fidler
drop a close fight to K. Lewis, and
Wayne Lindgren win from Henry
Bennett.
Wrestling
In the wrestling eliminations R.
Scott won from J. Paulson in two
minutes 15 seconds. D. Sharp for
feited to Ted Falacy. H. Leidhead
put a cross body-lock on J. Vielleux
to win in two minutes 15 seconds. C.
Williams won from Lee in eight min
utes, and V. Seidensticker dropped a
close match to Gail Lundberg. J.
Crusofulll won the decision from F.
Willig in eight m inutes..
Starting Wednesday all the bouts
will take place at 4 o’clock. The
fights for WeSn&sday: Smallwood ver
sus Reed, Jarvis versus Hollow, Blan
kenship versus Donahue, C. McCauley
versus Struble. Friday the final elim
inations will take place with Fritz
fighting the winner of the C. McCauley-Struble fight. Ekstedt will
meet Biehl, Lindgren will fight Walsh,
Lewis meets the winner of the Blankenship-Donahue fight, and Sid Whar
ton meets Tonacao.
WAR DEPARTMENT FIXES
AGE LIMIT FOR R. 0. T. C.
The military science department of
the university has received instruc
tions from the war department pro
hibiting the initial enrollment of any
student, in the R. 0. T. C. after be has
attained his twenty-sixth birthday.
This notice also prohibits the reenrollment of a student a t any age
which would make his graduation im
possible before the attainment of his
thirtieth birthday.
Eunice Pinkney, Missoula, has with
drawn from school due to ill health.
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Bobcat Squad Which Meets Grizzlies in Return Game Saturday

Sigma Nu Drops
S. A. E. Pin Team
To Second Place
'hi Delta and A.T.O.s Climb to Tie
For Bowling Leadership;
New Record Set

H 00 H 00 INITIATES TWO

Schwanke ...... ..... 154 190 191 535
Ennis .....____ ..... 149 163 174 436
Lathrop ......... ..... 178 133 252 663

Dr. R. L. Housman, professor of
journalism, and Tom Swearingen,
Totals .... ..... 783 925 905 2613 maintenance engineer, were Initiated
Monday into Hoo Hoo, International
lumbermen’s organization. Member
Sigma Nu—
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl. ship in this organization is limited to
.....202 207 148 557 members of the lumber Industry and
Handicap __ _ ..... 18 18 18 54 newspaper men. Professor Housman
145 110 103 363 was appointed publicity representa
Zimmerman ...
Miller ............. ..... 183 176 210 569 tive for-the club.
Cook ............... .....156 113 232 601
Schmoll .... ..... .....156 201 176 633
OUR WORK IS OUR BEST
RECOMMENDATION
Totals .... .....868 841 902 2611
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
2nd
3rd
Ttl.
1st
Metropole Barber Shop
Wood ...»........
161 161
Basement B & H Jewelry Store
.....166 145
311
__
154
152
148
454
Huppe ...........
Flint ............... .....172 156 146 474
H a rtw lg ......... ..... 168 168 191 527
Gail ................. .....178 205 176 559
The shoppers go
‘round end 'roundho - ho - ho - and
Totals .... ..... 838 824 822 2484
come back here—
to purchase this
PETER PAN
Vern Haugland, who was gradfrock of beige
uated«from the university in 1931, and
crepe with blue
is now employed on the staff of the
pleats stream
Montana Standard at Butte, came to
ing down the
sleeves.
Missoula over the week-end to attend
Varsity Vodvil.

Alpha Tau Omega and Phi Delta
Theta jumped into a tie for the Interfraternity bowling league lead Satur
day by defeating Phi Sigma Kappa
and Sigma Chi, respectively, as Sigma
Nu toppled Sigma Alpha Epsilon from
the top rung with a three-game vic
tory. Clean sweeps for the Phi Delts
and A. T. O.s sent them one game
ahead of Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
High individual and team scores
marked the matches Saturday as the
Phi Delts established a new league
record for the season with a 925 game
and rolled a 2613 total, two pins above
Sigma Nu’s 2611. Eleven 200 games
were shot, with Bob Lathrop, Phi Delt,
getting the highest, 252, and Ed Cook,
Sigma Nu, hitting- the wood for 232.
Jack Miller, Sigma Nu, rolled the high
tl\ree-game total of 569, with Don
Geil, A. T. O., getting 566.
Alpha Tau Omega—
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl.
Neil Chidley, Missoula, is confined
Daigle ........ ........ 126 169 117 412| to his home because of illness.
Front row, left to right—Exum, Feldman, Oliver. Middle row—Stebbins, Taylor, Zupan, Vnvich, Ogle, Top Hoar ___ __ ........ 141 177 189 507
H u b e r......... ....... 176 150 164 489
row—Coach John (Brick) Breeden, Dissly, Barovich, Doyra, Wills, McKay, Manager Kempton.
McLaughlin ____122 189 195 606
Gell ............. ___ 179 203 184 566
It’s Better Dry Cleaning
—
—
Totals .. ........ 743 888 849 2480
Florence Laundry Co.
Phi Sigma Kappa—
Dial 2302
The return engagement of Gonzaga
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl.
and Montana scheduled for last Sat J. Mariana . ___ 176 211 177 663
urday will be played Wednesday. Handicap ....
20 20 20 60
Game Postponed From Saturday; Washington Squad Has This game will be the last of the Purdy ....,..... ___
........ 120 124 120 364
home season for the Grizzlies and a Dummy ...... ........ 140 140 140 420
Fine Record This Season; Blastic to Play Last
fitting one for a finale. If we were Handicap ... ........ 32 32 32 96
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 15c
Home Game; Snowslide Delays Team
asked to pick the best all-around Dugan ........ ........129 120 115 364
rivals of Grizzly teams, the designa Martin ........ ___ 117 117 156 389
Last Times Today 1
Gonzaga Bulldogs, who were forced to cancel the basketball game tion would have to go to Gonzaga. In
Totals . ........733 764 759 2256
with the Grizzlies Saturday when their train was delayed more than football, the games are always hard
fought and close.
In basketball
— With —
seven hours because of a snow slide, will meet the Montana quint to
the type of game is the same as that
Sigma ChiFREDRIC MARCH
morrow night in the men’s gymnasium. The Spokane hoopsters, who played against the Bobcats. Although
GARY
COOPER
1st 2nd 3rd Ttl.
were stalled at Avery, cancelled theCMARIAM HOPKINS
the Bulldogs already hold one deci Roe ............. ......... 185 190 166 641
game and took a return train
sion over the Grizzlies this year, to Ross ___ j... ____ 173 150 135 558
Alternate Forward
Haugen.
morrow night’s game is far from in Roskie .....
143 128 271
Wed. and Thurs, Feb. 26-27
Both the Harlem Globe Trotters and
the bag for the Bulldogs.
Dummy ...... ___ _ 140
140
H it
“TRANSIENT LADY”
the House of David quints which ap
Dummy ...... ........ 140 140 140 420
o—0—o
— With —
peared here last night have been
INO. 1
Gene Raymond
A headline in the Idaho Argonaut Dummy ...... ........ 140 140 140 420
beaten by the record-breaking Bull
reads: "Idaho Fans Pray for Miracle
dogs. Gonzaga has broken even with
H it
“STRAIGHT FROM
Totals . ____ 778 763 709 2260
Against Huskies.” The Huskies, if
THE HEART”
Cheney Normal this year, losing the
Phi Delta T h e ta you don’t know, represent the Univer
No.
2
Roger
Pryor Mary Aster
first game by a wide margin and win
le t 2nd 3rd Ttl.
sity of Washington. They had gone
ning the second by two points.
through the season undefeated and Seymour .... ........ 162 217 131 600
The Grizzlies were overwhelmed by
only needed to win two games from Wlgal ......... .........160 222 157 629
the Bulldogs in the first game at
the lowly Vandals to set a new record
Spokane. At the end of the half the
of consecutive victories for Washing years. At one time Babich was the
Sr^rd en a C le a n s in g (S r,
score was 17-16 but Gonzaga-pulled
ton basketball teams. The miracle heavyweight champion of the entire
away in the second half.
happened and Idaho walked from the western states area. Babich has not
L o t t i e sh o u ld alwavs he iseaI
Claude McGrath, Bulldog coach, will
floor with a 40-33 victory. The next fought for quite a spell, but will start
have Captain Herman Brass, Coerte
night the Huskies came back to win training for the bout immediately.
Van Voorhis, Dave Hurley and Jim
the second game. Two victories from
Mathers, forwards; Gale Selgle and
Washington State will clinch the
Frank Pettyjohn, centers, and Leon
northern division title tor them
ard Yandle, Ray Leonard and Chuck
A Complete
o—0—o
Flajole and Tom O’Donnell, guards.
• Ardena Cleansing Cream turns com
Banking Service
Eliminations for the right to fight
Grizzly Coach A. J. Lewandowski
pletely liquid on the face and gently
in the M club tournament finals are
will have Captain Hank Blastic, who
floats out every trace of hidden dirt.
WE
SOLICIT
YOUR
BUSINESS
progressing
rapidly
and
it
will
not
be
will play his last collegiate home
Remove it with Ardena Skin Tonic and
long before the finalists will be deter
game, Bob Thomson and Doug Brown,
your skin will look dean, cool and
The Western Montana
mined. One finalist last year, Sain
forwards; Marvin Glover and Don
refreshed.
Raffety, is not sure whether he will
Holmqulst, centers; Paul Chumrau,
National Bank
Ardena Cleansing Cream . . . $1 to $6
defend his title. Raffety has asked to
Charles Miller and Ray Stevens,
Missoula, Montana
Ardena Skin T o n ic ........... 85c to $15
be
given
until
Wednesday
to
find
out
Doug Brown, Butte, Is playing his
guards. Mitchell, Kelthley, Quam,
Affiliated with
first season with the Grizzlies. He is if he can reach good enough condition
Marsh and Castles are alternates.
First Bank Stock Corporation
to warrant his entering the fights. If
first forward alternate.
Probable starting lineups:
he does not fight, two finalists will
Grizzlies
Bulldogs
be
chosen
to
battle
for
the
vacated
UNIVERSITY PSYCHOLOGY
Blastic ....
GRAD STUDYING AT ANDOVER crown.
Forward
o—0—o
..Van Voorhis
Thomson .
The special match between Babich
Forward
David Beattie Smith, who was grad and Perusich will bring together two
............Selgle uated from the university last spring,
Glover ....
of the best fighters in Montana. Both
Center
is now studying at Andover Newton
.......... .Yandle Theological school, Newton Center, have held major boxing titles for many
Miller .....
Guard
Massachusetts.
Smith received a
........ Leonard bachelor of arts degree in arts and
Guard
sciences with a major in psychology
from the university.

Grizzlies Will Meet Gonzaga’s
Strong Quint Tomorrow Night

“Prosperize”

Sporty Vents

COMMUNITY

_

“Design for Living”

__ __

PRIESS

Ready-to-Wear

a

t

n d effein

//Jllllftll
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MISSOULA DRUG CO.

Pipe smokers glad they tried P, A. on
Money-Back offer!

Sullivan Urges
Big Attendance
At M Tourney

captain-elect in a previous battle. As
usual, a cup will be awarded to the
boxer judged as giving the best exhi
bition of the evening.
“A special effort Is being made this
year to get men students to take dates
to M club. University women are also
being urged to attend in great num
Final Arrangements Being bers, although many have attended
the tournaments in the past and en
Made; Special Bout
joyed them greatly. Tickets may be
To Be Feature
obtained from any M man. Reduced
rates are in effect for women,” Sul
[ club tournament is only a week livan concluded.
now — next Wednesday," John
van, president of the university
I T H E STORE FOR M EN I
rmen’s organization, said this
ling. “For that reason I am callmother M club meeting for Thursafternoon at 4:30 o’clock in the
ent Union building. Final arements for the staging of our big
ng and wrestling show will be
GEO. T . HOWARD
3 at that time and committees will
istructed in their various duties,
pe every M man in school shows
because without the co-operation
’eryone we’re going to have a dift time making the tournament the
ess it has been in previous years,
ourteen wrestling and boxing
s will be held in addition to a
ial fight between Roy Babich,
tic coast A.A.U. amateur heavyht champion, and Bill Perusich,
er Pacific coast A. A. U. lighty champion. Perusich is now in
115 West Front
heavyweight class and was given
iclslon over the Grizzly football

A tten tio n ,
Co-eds!
Order Your

GARDENIAS
For Co-ed Now!
We have no solicitors on the
campus. The Kaimln is our
salesman.

Garden City Floral
Company
HOME GROWN FLOWERS

Every piece of Meat that leaves our shop
is State Inspected for your protection!

J. R. DAILY, Inc.
overy Z-ounco tin
of Prlaoi Albert
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New • York Negroes Clown
During Fourth Period;
Many Fouls Called

The university men’s rifle team de
feated the university women In a close
match Thursday evening, February 20,
The score was 1,405 to 1,403.
Byron Price, Laurel, shot 288 for
high score, but Betty Jennings, Whitefish, making the team for the second
time In her freshman year, shot high
score for the women.
The match was close all the way
through. The men were never en
tirely sure of winning until the laet
shot was fired.
The individual scores, by teams are
as follows: University men—Price,
; Van Haur, 281; Lumby, 279,
and Calvert, 278. Alternates were H.
Taylor, Landall, B. Taylor, Preston
and Bredeson.
University women—Jennings, 286;
Russell, 282; Berland, 281; Lucy, 279,
and McLeod, 275. The alternates for
the women were Flanagan, LeClaire,
Markus, Phelps and Fleming.

Playing consistent basketball lor
three quarters and clowning the
fourth, the Globe Trotters, negro pro
fessionals ot New York, defeated the
House of David Bearded Beauties last
night in ths university gym by a score
of 46-35.
Going through tap dances and limp
ing while dribbling, the Globe Trot
ters won the admiration of the crowd.
Many fouls were called on both teams,
but this proved useless because of a
previous agreement between the
teams.
Russan, small forward, and L Jackson, 220-pound center, pnt on an ex
hibition on playing "ring around the
rosie."
Bunny Leavitt, now holding the
world’s record for free throws—mak
ing 499 out of 500—put on an exhibi
tion at the half, making 91 ont of one
hundred.
The Grizzly band helped to enter
tain one ot the largest crowds—1,400
persons—which has witnessed a game
(Continued from Pago One)
in the men’s gym.
As a special finale number the
Kezba opened the scoring with two Aristocrats presented several modern
free throws and Beelman matched dance pieces. Other acts were entered
them with a short field goal. John by Delta Gamma and Sigma Kappa
son scored a short one. Kezba scored sororities and by Phi Sigma Kappa
a one-handed shot. Bjrown scored fraternity.
Receipts for the venture amounted
two free throws. Kezba scored an
overhand. Jackson matched it. Beel to $910. Profits will be approximately
man scored on a sleeper and Russan three hundred dollars. Half of the
swished from midfloor. Curtis hooped profit will go toward the Student
from the hole. I. Jackson scored Union building fund.
on a one-hander to start the second
FORMER STUDENT FEATURED
quarter and Russan matched i t Beel
man scored on a sleeper and Johnson
Lester Colby, ex-’28, now a member
followed a long one to score. Frazier
connected a long one which was fol of the editorial staff of the Yonng
lowed by one from Russan, which Executive, newly-established publica
gave the Globe Trotters the lead. tion of the United States junior cham
Frazier, again hit and then dribbled in ber of commerce, is featured In the
for one. Russan again hit from away first issue with an article entitled
out and Johnson made two free "Conservation Needs Young Men.”
throws. A. Jackson and Rnssan con While an undergraduate at the state
university Colby was Instrumental in
verted to end the first half.
Cnrtis started the scoring In the obtaining for the Sigma Alpha local
second half on a rebound and A. Jack- Its national charter from Sigma Alpha
son connected on a splnshot. Frazier Epsilon.

Kappas, Phi Delts
Take 1936 Vodvil

swished a long one and hit again on
an underhand a t foil speed. Brown
hit on an overhead shot and Johnson
made a free throw. A. Jackson poshed
In a rebound and Brown connected
a free throw. Frazier poshed In one
and Johnson connected on a onehander. Kezba connected a close-in
and swished a long one later to end
the scoring.
Globe Trotters—
F G F T P F P ts.
Russan, f ___________ 7 0
0 14
Jackson, A., f ________ 3 0
2 6
Jackson, 1., c ________ 2 8
0 7
Frazier, g __________ 6 0
6 12
Brown, g ___________ 1 5
4 7
Totals
......... 19
House of David—
Johnson, f ..............;.___ 4
Martin, f ........... ........... 0
Curtiss, c .....................2
Kezba, g ....................... 5
Beelman, g ....... ........... 3

Or Idme n to Report Friday; Mentor
Plans Preparatory Talks,

Remaining Four Games t o
Be Played Tuesday and
Thursday This Week
,^
■’

The Interfraternity basketball race
is drawing to a close with only fonr
games remaining on the schedule. Phi
Delta Theta is In first place with
seven wins and no defeats. Phi Sig
ma Kappa is In second place with six
wins and one defeat, while Sigma Chi
Is third with six wins and two losses.
Fpurtb is held down by Delta Sigma
Lambda with four wins and three de
feats. The Independents are in fifth
with three wins and three losses and
sixth place is held by Sigma Phi Ep
silon with three wins and four defeats
Sigma Nu is seventh with two wins
and six losses while Alpha Tan Omega
holds eighth place with one win and
six defeats. Sigma Alpha Epsilon is
in last place, having no wins and
seven defeats.
Two games will be played Tuesday
night In the firs t the Phi Delts meet
the Independents at 7:30 o’clock, and
the Phi Slgs play the S. A. E.s In the
second at 8:30 o’clock. The final
games will be played Thursday after
noon at 4 o’clock and at 6 o’clock.
The first Is between S. P. E.s and the
A. T. O.s and the second will be be
tween the Independents and the D.
S L.s.
If the Phi Delts win their game
they will win the championship, bat
If they should lose and the Phi Slgs
win their game, It will throw the two
teams into a tie for first place.
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Registration Dates
Spring Practice
Journalism Senior Has
Set for Next Week
Will Start Soon,
7th Birthday Saturday
(Continual from Paco Ono)
Fessenden Says
A youngster who Saturday will

Interfraternity
Globe Trotters Men’s Rifle Team
Ekes Out Victory
r j
Defeat Davids
Over Fair Rivals! H ooP League
By 46-35 Tally Score Is 1,405-1,403; Price Shoots 288, To End Soon
Jennings Hits 286; Match
Tightly Contested

MONTANA

Early indoor Sessions

9t9pVt0w" d or*anlzed s»rln«

tootball practice will be taken Friday
when all the Interested footballers
will meet In the men’s gym at
o’clock. The meeting will be held In
order to discuss and outline plans for
the coming practices. Regular work
outs will be In the gym under the
direction of Head Coach Douglas Fes
senden and his assistants. When fa
vorable conditions allow, the practice
sessions will be held outdoors.
“With Montana's schedule such as it
is, It Is highly Important that all play
ers who expect to play next year
report,” said Coach Fessenden yes
terday. "Two of our biggest games
are first on our schedule next year,
and a successful spring football ses
sion Is our only chance to compete
on an equal basis with the teams we
are playing. Those two games are
Important and we do not expect to
start our season with the third game,”
he continued
Montana starts the season against
Washington State, and then travels t j
Los Angeles to Meet U. C. L. A. The
Grizzlies have never had a really suc
cessful spring practice and a good
session will go far toward producing
a winning team

Glover, T. Scheffer and Walter
Wetzel. In second place with a total
of 39 is Howard Wheatley. Robert
Stoebe, L. Smith, Cliff Smith and Don
Holmqulst are tied for third place
with 37 baskets each.
‘The third round is scheduled to be
run before 4 o'clock Thursday after
noon. Those men who are on the
varsity squad will have to throw be
fore they leave Thursday afternoon on
the Bozeman trip,” said Harry Adams,
Four Are Tied for F irst Place In Free director.
Throw Contest

Nine Are Eligible
For Third Round

The second round of the annual
free throw contest has been completed
with nine men eligible for the third
ronnd.
Four men are tied for first place
with 40 baskets out of the possible 50.
These men are Donglas Brown, Mar-

H A IR C U T

35c

0. K. BarberShop
610 So. Higgins

El McCain

celebrate his seventh birthday has
the distinction besides being a col
lege senior, of being able to stay
up as late as he wishes. Two
nights each week he departs for
bed an hour or so prior to the
time most university students are
arising for breakfast and none of
his elders ever remonstrate with
him. And In spite of the Irregular
habits of this youth he has been
earning his own way In the cold
cruel world for nigh onto twelve
years. But how can that be? First
we say he'll celebrate his seventh
birthday on Saturday and then we
claim that he’s been drawing a
pay check for twelve years. Now
that’s manifestly Impossible.
A few words of explanation will
suffice to clear up the mystery.
The precocious one of whom we
speak is Howard Hazelbaker—
one of those unfortunates who
rate birthday presents only dar
ing leap year. As for the late
hours he keeps, they are not oc
casioned by an unwillingness to
retire at a more seasonable time
of night, but since enrolling as a
freshman in the school of Journal
ism four years ago, Howard has
had the night shift on the Kaimln
linotype, setting type for the stu
dent newspaper long after the
editorial staff departs homeward.

HOW 18 YOUR COAL PILE!

MISSOULA COAL & TRANSFER
COMPANY
COAL and WOOD
Phone 3662

DR. L. R. BARNETT
DR. D. R. BARNETT

Barnett Optical
Company
Eyesight Specialist
CORRECT VISION AT
REASONABLE COST

Members of the Cardinal Newman
study club, under the direction of An
drew Corry, will hold a meeting to
night at 8 o’clock in the Elolse
Knowles room in the Student Union
building.

templatlng dropping or withdrawing
from a course should do so immedi
CLASSIFIED AD
ately.
Withdrawals from courses
without receipt of a grade will not be BOARD for University boys and room
permitted after that date. The office
for one boy; attractive meals; doss
pointed out that the rules in the stu to campus and downtown bos. 715
dent handbook concerning such with Beckwith avenne.
drawals after the ninth week provide:
"When, a student withdraws from a
course after the ninth week (In the VISIT . . .
quarter) he shall receive one of the
The New and Enlarged
regular grades as follows: ‘A passing
grade if the work of the course has
K & M Fountain Lnnch
been completed, otherwise an Incom
HOME COOKED FOOD
plete grade, a condition or failure, ac
Across From the High School
cording to the judgment of the In
structor . . .”
The regular $2 fee for dropping a
course Is not charged If the student
withdrawing Is falling In the course.

A TYPEWRITER

Patronize Kaimln Advertisers

at home saves time and
helps grades— eaU

Schramm-Hebard Meat Go.

LISTER
Typewriter Service

FRESH and SALT MEATS, FISH,
POUlTRY and OYSTERS
417 North Higgins Ave. Phone 8191

“Underwood Agency”

for student rental rates
NO. 12 HAMMOND ARCADE
Phono 2457

WHAT?
NO DATE FOR CO-ED!
Odd’s Bodkins! That’s a state of affairs similar to the one
existing In Denmark! B at It isn’t too late yet to remedy the
situation. Just let it be rumored about that yon have had yonr
formal clothes revitalized by the

Allura-Tone ciSSTi
And then? Your hidden beauty will have its outings and you’ll
have your Innings at Co-ed.
Bat don’t quibble! Don’t hesitate! Don't delay! Call 3118
NOW or yon are lost!

Missoula Laundry Co.
I l l East Spruce

129 EAST BROADWAY
Missoula, Montana

Phone 3118

89 YEARS OF SATISFACTORY SERVICE

OF RICH, RIPE-BODIED TO BACCO -"IT’S TOASTED"

8 11 46

CENTER LEAVES

4
2 12
1 2
1
1 4
5
1
2 11
0
2 6

The top leaves of all tobacco plants tend to give
a definitely harsh, alkaline taste. The bottom

Totals ....................14 7 12 36
Officials: Harvey Elliot and C. H.
Porter, Missoula.

leaves tend to acidity in the smoke. It is only
the center leaves which approach in nature the

Johnnie lies awake
The whole night through
Thinking ei the hills
That soon are duo.

most palatable acid-alkaline balance. In LUCKY
STRIKE Cigarettes the center leaves are used.

■ ■ l E S ARE LESS'ACID!
. Rpicent chemical tests show* that other
have an excess of acid
ifyover iocky Strike of from 52%ft
^ ^ '♦

Jimmie sleeps sound.
Debts? He hasn't any.
He's a "lay-away" shopper
At I. C. Penney!

msuits'Vwiheo »r independent a n tfle s t'
IASORATORIES AN D RESEARCH SHOUTS .

Luckies are less acid
Excess of Acidity of Other Popular Brands Over lucky Strike Cigarettes
B ALAN C E

Choose what you want
EARLY, when stocks
are N E W ; make a
small down payment,
and regular weekly
payments. By the time
you NEED your pur
chase, it’s all YOURS!

P E N N E Y 'S

■ ■ ■ a a m m u e e ie ts m s

"IT’S TOASTED"-Your throat protection-against irritation
-a g a in st cough

